
To Whom it May concern 

The following is a complete Ebay Envoy Thread with comments from Ebay 'trade 
partners' that could not attend the Conference at Darling Harbour. 

I would like to submit these for the record as many would like to have had the 
opportunity to ask Ebay representatives and ACCC various questions. 

Therefore, the following represents absentee Ebay Consumers wishing to have 
their input acknowledged in the outcome of the Conference. 

Please accept the following on behalf of absent trade partners. 

Sincerely 

Lynne Hailey 
Ebay Consumer. 



ACCC CONFERENCE ENVOY THREAD..WHAT WOULD YOU ASKISAY? 

cueperkins (1433 * ) View Listinas I 27-06-08 21 : 15 EST 

Many won't be able to attend the ACCC Conference but a few members have offered to 
be an envoy of Ebay Member comments from out of State or rural areas. 

This thread will be printed and handed over at the conference to ACCC and Ebay when 
the opportunity arises. 

Please keep your answers to as few words as possible so as many members as 
possible can be included in this Envoy thread. Please only post once. 

Ebay Member comments should be kept to the points below, which are relevant to the 
conference agenda. 

Any questions you may have should be posted in  the 'Hidden Ebay Forum 
Thread' to  keep this consumer petition on subject. If you feel there may be other 
ACCC relevant points that need to be included, please keep it in point form and as short 
as possible. 

1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing. 
2) Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'conpulsory option' i.e having to offer Paypal 
on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. 
3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers 

Paypal 
Busters j'-<! 

(Graphic created by a Paypal Buster Envoy) 



lg3  replies 
Date posted I 

l i n i w s ~  7 (m * ) View Listtnqs 1 Report 27-06-08 21 :38 
EST 1 of 93 

I want stage one removed as well by the ACCC as it does not give me freedom of 
choice. 
All that will happen if stage 1 goes through is that ebay will have bank detail glitches 
again or out other opinions that I prefer hidden away at bottom of page in tiny writing 
that no one will see 

trudi-bell I EST 
(Q ) %View Listinqs I Report 

- ~.~ ~ 

We are watchin with keen interest 

GOOD LUCK 

padanjacq47 (71 * ) View Listinas I Report 
EST 

Absolutely agree with points 1, 2 & 3 cue ..... , 
strongly agree with point 2. - Do you agree that the Stage I - Paypal 'conpulsory option' 
i.e having to offer Paypal on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. 

Choice for all. 



Don't know if this is relevant, however, i will leave that up to the more knowledgable 
among us. So here goes. 

Q. If a seller chooses to use Paypal why can't they pass on fees to the buyer: 
Credit card surcharges 
Merchants such as shop keepers, trades people and other businesses can charge you 
an extra fee (often called a surcharge) if you pay for goods and services with a credit 
card. This surcharge allows them to recover the costs of processing credit card 
~avments (called merchant service fees). 

72 1 smart-funnv-pretty-and-modest (B ) @view L~st~nqs 1 

i can't make it coz i live darwin, but i would like to say, best of luck everyone, and we'll 
be thinkina about vou ?? 

rimaryaim I ESPT 
(1922 * ) View Listinqs I Report 

Point 1: I absolutely support the ACCC's decision to revoke the immunity provided 
through the exclusive dealing notification lodged by eBay 

Point 2: Stage 1 of the compulsory 'option' to show Paypal as a payment method 
should be removed. It was instigated, along with manipulative hidden placement of 
other payment options, in an underhanded way, to ensure sole Paypal use. 

Point 3. 1 believe Paypal should sign the EFT Code of Conduct as Paypal payments 
are not safe as shown by the multitude of sellers and buyers coming to the boards with 
problems requiring support and help they can't get from Paypal's obviously 
understaffed -. and undertrained administration. 

* ei\ioldeiiI 963 (234 ) -View Listinqs I Report 

Off eBay, sellers are allowed to recoup surcharges should a seller use Paypal & pay 
via a credit card, in line with other ACCC rulings. That option, even tho' granted & 
affirmed by Australian law, is denied to eBay.com.au members. Why? L 

splatt3d (2 * ) &p Listir~cjs I ReDol.t 27-06-08 22:42 
EST 8 of 93 



/ #4 a battle for another day, I'm afraid I 
Topic of discussion, unfortunately will be limited to 2 themes on the day 

* whether the conduct is anticompetitive 
* whether benefit of conduct does or does not outweigh the detriment caused by it 

The ACCC have flat out stated that PayPal can increase the risk to the seller in some 
circumstances. The onus will be on eBay to pull something out of the hat to disprove 
this. 

1 Try and anticipate what it is. so that you can rebutt. 

Perhaps re-read the draft notice and pretend for a moment you were the 'devil's 
advocate' ... what would you say in eBay's defence to the following points?: 

5.1 73 The evidence available does not support the view that PayPal is the most secure 
method of payment, or offers the best service for all transactions. 

5.162 Accordingly, the ACCC considers the notified conduct will generate negligible 
public 
benefits for sellers on eBay. 

5.161 The ACCC also recognises that PayPal's buyer protection policies will, in some 
circumstances, operate to increase risk to sellers which may offset the benefits of 
seller protection. 

5.1 10 The ACCC accepts that the notified conduct may result in an anti-competitive 
detriment by reducing the incentive for other payment systems providers to innovate, 
including mechanisms for reducing BBEs. 

5.93 The ACCC considers that the notified conduct will result in a detriment by 
preventing 
consumers from selecting the payment method they prefer, whether based on security, 
cost, accessibility, or other reasons. 

5.71 The ACCC has considered whether the notified conduct might act as a catalyst for 
disgruntled eBay users to respond by moving en-masse to an alternative online 
marketplace. This appears to be a motivating factor in the changes to the T**** P*** 
online classifieds site and the developments at O****, including a 50% increase in 
sales, a 65% increase in the value of merchandise traded and over 10% growth in 
memberships (of which 14% were sellers) since eBay announced the BBE Project. 

ticler~oss (1011 * ) View Listinc~s I i EST 



I am guessing what eBay would say about Paypal fees not being allowed to be passed 
on is that it is not a credit card service. 

q clairebears clothing (3295 * ) me!# V~ew Listinqs I Relsort 27-06-08 23:59 
EST 10 of 93 

And would Paypal be subject to Australian laws anyway? Is it registered in Australia? 
I'm guessing this is how they get away with it and maybe also with not signing the EFT 
code of conduct--besides the fact that it is voluntary. 

Anyone know more about this??--we need to have the info to understand what eBay 
may say on Monday. 

I agree on all points. 
Sellers and buyers alike should have a choice to how they wish to pay and be paid. 
This is not a dictatorship! 

, 

kellvqanq08 (Q ) View Listinqs I P,eDort 28-06-08 03:Ol 1 
EST 11 of 93 I 

One issue I would like eBay to answer is if their PayPal-only proposal is about 
enhancing security, why is it that eBay's Help section recommends a particular escrow 
service that does not accept PayPal as payment, yet eBay promotes it as their 
recommended escrow service?! 

1 Surely such hypocrisy would not be looked upon favourably by the ACCC. 1 
! 

debbydolly (425 * ) View Llstinqs I Report I EST 

I would like stage one rolled back. 
There are many of us who've been around for years and who don't havelwant a Paypal 
account. Effectively ebay have altered the terms of the contract I agreed to when I 
joined over eight years ago. 
Paypal also need to sign the Code. 
Thank-you to everyone who is attending - bit hard to come up from Melbourne, 



especially when unwell. I 

My thoughts are with you. Keep up the pressure. 

! 
vic\~irnorrtlO71 (904 ) i V i w  Listinqs I Report 28-06-08 06: 13 

EST 13 of 93 

How can a paymentsystem that purports itself to be global, have different user 
agreements and different conditions that must be met ineach country that it operates in. 
ie. a package that comes from the US to Australia needs to have signed delivery 
confirmation to meet paypal US seller protection policy, yet a package being sent from 
Australia to the US only needs to show proof of posting to meet Australian seller policy 
conditions. 
The same companies carry the freight usps and aus post, the only difference is 
direction, yet the terms of service vary .... WHY 
Verified accounts are not available in Australia, yet thay are available in most other 
countries WHY? 

Daves answer .. because pp does not sign the eft code of conduct they cannot share 
details and therefore cannot verify accounts. 
Us sellers are not covered by the seller protection policy if they do not post to verified 
accounts. 
Why is uit more important to verify US accounts than it is to verify australian accounts 
account verification adds the most important layer of security regarding chargebacks in 
that the billing address of the credit card and the ebay user address must correlate ... 
dont read delivery addresss read registered users address 

covemacca (Q ) View Listinqs I Report 28-06-08 07:25 
EST 14 of 93 

Splatt has a handle on it, lve done Masters Business law but not pure law if you need 
help. 

v~ewrnontl071 (904 * ) Qi VIPW L I S ~ I I I ~ S  I 28-06-08 08146 
EST 15 of 93 

Blatant example of double standards and help staff misinterpretation of pplebay policy 
below or favourable pp interpretation of policy 

Misleading and Discouraging Payments Policy I 
Sellers who state in  their listing (in the "Payment Details" section) that they 
accept certain payment methods must not selectively offer those payment 
methods to buyers or discourage buyers from using those payment methods. 

I SystemThanks for contacting eBay Australia. A Live Help agent will be with you shortly. 1 



8:24:22 AM Systemyour chat session will begin soon. Thanks for your continued 
patience. 

8:24:51 AM SystemThank you for waiting. You can see the current estimated wait time 
just below the "Send" button within this window. 

8:25:32 AM SystemBilly H. has joined this session! 
8:25:32 AM Systemconnected with Billy H. 

/ 8:25:37 AM Billy H.Hello, and thank you for using eBay Live Help! My name is Billy H. ~ 
I 

If you're a registered user, could I please start by confirming that "viewmontl071" is 
your eBay User ID or email address? 
8:25:47 AM viewmontl07l yes 

8:26:08 AM viewmontl07l user iD 

8:27:01 AM Billy H.Thanks! How may I help this morning? I 
8:27:05 AM viewmontl07lis it ok to use the paypal 
preferred icon in my listings 

8:27:37 AM Billy H.Yes, that's fine. 
8:27:40 AM viewmontl0711 thought it may breach the discouraging payments policy 

1 8:28:15 AM viewmontl07l because it prefers one payment method over another i 
8:29:16 AM Billy H.No, in this case it would not apply to the discouraging payments 
policy. 

1 8:29:17 AM Billy H.Cheers. thanks for checking in with us today. I 
1 8:29:18 AM viewmontl071Hello Billv are vou there? 1 

cueperkins (1433 A ) View Listings I 28-06-08 09137 
EST 16 of 93 J 

This thread will be handed over to ACCC at the meeting, and any unrelated comments ! 

will have to be deleted out before printing. We are just needing members to I 

Hi Everyone ... Thanks for giving your opinion thus far, but we need far more 'trading 
partners' commenting on the specific points I've noted. Yes or no, and SHORT 
explainations are best. Live Help transcripts really won't have much impact on what 
we're trying to present, so with respect, can we keep it to the three points below. 

I 



acknowledge their agreement or disagreement to the main points and this thread will 
also then be submitted with my own ACCC Submission on 2/7/08, 

Those attending the conference, have done some major homework on legalities etc, 
and there are several with legal background, so don't worry about how the following 
points are being argued. We need a strong support behind those people and hopefully 
this thread will boulster their comments and arguments. You just need to agree or 
disagree with the main points as follows: 

1 ) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing. 
2) Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'conpulsory option' i.e having to offer Paypal 
on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. 
3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers 

Paypal 
Busters -, 

/ (Graphic created by a Paypal Buster Envoy) 

purple budclie (9 * ) View Listinqs I Rcport 28-06-08 09142 
EST 17 of 93 

you do all realise that ebay are reading this thread with interest and preparing their 
answers in advance, maybe a seperate forum needs to be set up off ebay sites ... ie a 
free forum .... then list it in your about me pages and link people to your about me 
pages,, you may need to sign in bad dont be surprised if "new"members want to come 
and join in (spys) 

rnattbl~al-nes500 (13 * ) V~ew Llstinqs I 28-06-08 10:42 
EST 18 of 93 

I .  Yes I support the ACCC's decision to its full extent. 



2. Yes. Stage 1 should be dropped altogether, since its part of the entire policy it 
should be dropped when the ACCC hands down its final decision. 

3. Yes they should sign the code. Until they do I will not believe anymore of 
ebay's lies when they say that PayPal is so safe & secure as they claim it to be. 

Whoever is taking these replies to the conference in Sydney on June 30th please make 
sure that the following statement is read. 

1 would like to add that all this whole saga is about, is the "FREEDOM OF 
CHOICE" currently enjoyed by ebay users, all this policy will do is take away our 
"DEMOCRATIC RIGHT TO CHOOSE" which payment method is more safe & 
conveneient from "OUR POINT OF VIEW The ACCC are correct in saying that it 
is consumers who "SHOULD DECIDE" which payment methods are the more 
safer ones for them to use. 

That statement pretty much sums up my feeling on this policy, all it is about is 
FREEDOM OF CHOICE for consumers. 

I support the ACCC 100% in their draft notification issued on June 12th 

The growth of other online auction sites since this policy announcement is a clear 
indication that ebays proposed policy is not sitting well with consumers. 

To those of you ho are able to attend this conference on June 30th, I wish you luck and 
tell ebav what we all think of their ridiculous ~ol icv. 

lionrose.7 (1862 * ) View Listinqs 1 Report I EST 

1 I agree to all the above 
- - .. ~ .. ~ . ~ - .,. -. ~ - - - .- -. -- - - -. 

wnxes (3 * ) View Listinqs ( Report 28-06-08 11:14 1 
EST 20 of 93 1 

, - --.-.. ~ - . . 
[i. I am in total support of the ACCC draft decision regarding p a y p i  forcing. 

2.1 agree that stage 1 (ebays compulsory paypal rule)should be rolled back as it 
encourages scamming of sellers when accompanied with the new feedback rules. 

1 

3.Yes, Paypal should be made to sign the EFT code of conduct, until then Paypal will I 
continue to offer limited su~oort to its users and will not be a safe environment to I 



vintaqe-s!ar (3lJ * ) View Lislinqs I Repor.l 28-06-08 11 :26 I 

EST 21 of 93 

Any points I may have wished to mention have been mentioned -Thanks and good 
luck. 1 
I think SPLATT has made some excellent points - preparation is the key. 

sonia1898 (542 * ) View l.istintjs 1 Ficpori 
EST 

1. Yes. I totally support the ACCC's stance. 

2. Yes. It is necessary. 

3. Yes ... IF ... and it's a big if, they honour the clauses and spirit of the code of 
conduct. As usual, words without action are useless. 

Question: Should eBay continue to insist it is "only a venue" when actions, such as 
presently being reviewed by the ACCC, clearly indicate otherwise? 

toranal977 (817 * ) View Listinqs I 1 EST .... ...... "~ -. .... 

-- - 

(1) Yes, I support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing. 
(2) Yes, agree I that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'conpulsory option' i.e having to offer Paypal 
on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. Sellers as well as buyers 
should have the choice if they want to use Paypal or not. 
(3) Yes, I believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers that choose to use Paypal. 

- 
Cathy ' " 

2 

a 4  (152 b, ) View List~nqs I Report 28-06-08 12:37 
EST 24 of 93 



1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing. - No I do not 1 

2) Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'conpulsory option' i.e having to offer Paypal 
on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. - No I do not, I would love 
that it had to be made an option, not the only option though. Others have stated 
they want choice, well so do I, and I want the choice of PayPal in  every 
transaction. 

3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers - Whatever, if its good for all, then I'm for it. 

cueperkins (1433 * ) View Listinqs I Report 28-06-08 12141 
EST 25 of 93 .A 

I 1) I support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal and believe that consumers I 
are able to choose their own transaction method. 1 

I 
I 

2) 1 believe that Stage 1 should be rolled back immediately. Since 21/5/08, many 
'trading partners' have been reduced to Ebay's consumer underclass, because we 
choose not to Join or offer Paypal. 

3) Paypal should sign the EFT Code, as highlighted by the ASIC submission. Ebay are 
advertising Paypal as the 'safest' transaction method online. There are 68 alternative 
transaction entities who have signed the EFT Code, and whom are arguably, much 
safer than Paypal. I 

Paypal is a major target for Phishing, but their User Agreement' removes them from 
any liability for account takeovers, fraud or theft. Paypal regularly freeze consumer 
funds, suspend accounts, and withdraw funds without providing the account holder or 
'consumer' with due process,or adequate dispute resolution. 

If Paypal wish to claim that they are 'protecting consumers', then they should sign the 
EFT Code, and Amend their User Agreement. 

1) Are Paypal going to be allowed to continue to mislead Australian consumers 
promoting Paypal as the 'safest' online transcation method when they are not an EFT 
signatory? 



1 Busters - 

View Listinqs 

1 Correction "' 1 
1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing. - I agree that 
PavPal should not be the ONLY method of aavment 

fOxycle0 (3 * ) View Llstir~ns I RFtport 28-06-08 13:15 
EST 27 of 93 

1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing. 
2) Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'conpulsory option' i.e having to offer Paypal 
on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. 
3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers 

cueperkins please note 
1) Yes I support the ACCC's notification against PayPal forcing. 
2) No, I do not support having PP as a compulsory option, that is so obviously anti 
competitive that unless they also introduce compulsory offering of direct deposit, 
money orders, cheques and cash on pick up, then it only emphasizes eBays lack of 
awareness or consideration of it clients. (that would be the sellers!) 
3) Yes I believe PayPal should sign the EFT Code of Conduct and then they should 
actually follow the code! 

You can shorten all answers to simple yes, no, yes. 
Have a great time getting the message across 

I have already signed the petition and sent a further submission to the ACCC and had 
a reply so I know they have it and it is counting where it matters. 



Clarification for point 2 - If eBay insist on PayPal then I insist that they also make ALL 
the usual payment options compulsory (that is - bank deposit, money orders, cheques 
and cash on pick up.) otherwise it is biased in eBays favour and I oppose it. Now does 
that make mv answer a ves or a no? 

rnacl4cardz (211 ) View Listinas I Report i EST 

On one point jih64 - you already DO have that right - you have a CHOICE who you 
trade with on eBay. Ebay sellers don't have that choice, but they need to be allowed to 
choose their costs and their risk factors. irt so. 

So My answer is 1) 100% support for the ACCC draft 
2) Remove the enforced 'option' of Paypal - and ALSO prevent ebay undermining 
buyers confidence in a seller by their sneaky little popups which say in essence 'this 
payment option is not safe." 

3) signing the code of conduct is the ONLY way I would consider offring it as a payment 
option for my own security 

rnystervcoms (220 *) View Listinqs I m t  28-06-08 13:44 
EST 30 of 93 

It should be raised with the ACCC that "PayPal preferred" being allowed and in fact 
encouraged but "direct deposit preferred" resulting in listing cancellation is anti- 
competitive behaviour. Sellers should be free to highlight any payment method they . - I accept as their preferred option or "PayPal preferred" should be banned. 

I 

~l~g.~,g,4pian4 (%KJ * ) -View L is t in~s 1 Report 28-06-08 13149 
EST 

Copy of question I made in another thread 

I am VERY concerned about the possibility of paypal arbitrarily withdrawing funds from 
a secondary account. 

This a serious matter - in recent times ebay has acted to facilitate opportunities for ~ fraud against sellers. 

Someone, please answer this question ... if I sold an item. the buyer specifically asked 



for regular post, or lived in Germany which doesn't accept international insured post, 
then after I sent the item claimed they didn't receive it, then pavpal deducted the funds . .. 
from my account completely at their discretion ... could I report this to my local police 
station as a crime, or is ebaylpaypal completely out of Australian duristiction and not 
subject to Australian legal processes? (BTW - I am in Korea ATM but I am Australian). 

I think that the fact that Ebay deliberately operates out of Switzerland to avoid both 
legal recourse and tax, says a lot about what ebay is all about these days. 

I 
irarialr3,ir11*i.1c?n~~n (1675 * ) -View Listinas I Report 28-06-08 14131 

32 of 93 

The followinq current Ebav conduct is anticompetitive: 

Ebay are currently misleading buyers with having a huge Paypal icon on invoices and 
making it look like there are no other current payment options. 

The following is one of many examples taken directly from one of my emails received 
from a customer:" ... I thought that everyone had to use paypal now ..... I am cranky 
at Ebay also for making it seem like Paypal was our only option because up 'till 
now I haven't used it" - 

kirnrnv7250 (782 * ) View Listinas I Report 28-06-08 14135 
EST 33 of 93 

1 duestion 1 - Yes 

Question 2 - Yes, I will not be dictated to on how I receive payments for my goods, my 
goods, my choice. 

1 Question 3 - Yes 

*chariiette" (FjO * ) View Lislirlcls 1 
EST 

I I agree on all 3 points. 

kanookandcir-iook (496 * ) =View Listinas I 28-06-08 15103 
EST 35 of 93 

I agree with all three points. 

1 2)  Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'conpulsory option' i.e having to offer 1 



I Paypal on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. 1 I 

I believe Item 2 is  very important because as mentioned before if Ebay are allowed 
to keep compulsory Paypal on all listings then they will continue to hide other payment 
methods as they have done in the past. 

i believe this should be argued strongly as Ebay cannot be trusted to let people provide 
other options, Ebay will hide options and leave Paypal only. Ebay have placed massive 
PAYPAL symbols in payment section thus pushing buyers towards this payment 
method. 

I support ACCC's Draft entirely. 

The greatest slave is not he who is ruled by a Despot, great tho that evil be, but 
lives in the thrall of his own moral ignorance, selfishness and vice. 

qoodlstuff (451 * ) nre@ view Listinqs I Report 28-06-08 15:06 1 
EST 36 of 93 1 

I unequivocally support the ACCC's draff revocation of immunity regarding the eBay 
lnternational A.G. notification N93365 
and sincerely hope that is formalised as a Final Notice as soon as possible. 
Also I hope that the ACCC sees fit to forcefully guide Ebay & its subsidiary , Paypal 
towards more equitable & fairer behaviour. 

I do not accept that there is any quantifiable benefit to the public if ebay was allowed to 
implement their plan. 

Instead there is obvious & significant detriment both to the public as individuals, as 
ebay traders and as an economic entity. 
1. As individuals: 
(a) limitation of choice 
(b) being forced to accept a mode of financial transaction 
that may not be acceptable or practical 
(c) having to deal with a 'faceless' organisation (Paypal) that actively avoids p2p 
dealing, has a questionable reputation in the lnternational Trading community as is 
easily assessed with Internet searches, utilises stock answers rather than actually 
reading communications & makes claiming on their 'protection' an arduous task if not 
impossible in some lnternational transactions. 
The fact that Australian addresses will not be verified by Paypal is indicative of the 
double standards that are part of this business's MO. 

2. As ebay Traders 
- Buyers: as above - 1 (a), (b), (c) 
- Sellers: as above - 1 (a), (b), (c) 



Plus: 
(i) lncreased costs to the extent that it will not be economical to sell low cost items. 
(ii) lncreased exposure of the seller to fraudulent claims by dishonest buyers 
(iii) Vulnerability of seller's funds held by Paypal being frozen or sequestered without 
cause that would be upheld in a court of law. 
(iv) lnaccessibilty of funds from sales until released by Paypal at their discretion 

3. Public as an Economic Entity 
(a) The current power of ebay in the online trading marketplace is such that their 
mooted proscription of all other methods of financially transacting within their aegis will 
(i) Limit & reduce the chances of alternative systems surviving, eg: Paymate 
(ii) Limit the development of new alternative systems 

/ Ebay's proposal is anti-competitive. 1 
These are only some of the issues that I am able to enumerate at this moment in time. 
There are many more as evidenced by the hundreds of submissions to the ACCC in 
response to this notification, 
the thousands of posts on ebay's forums & other forums around the world and many 
business organisation & media reports. 

The overwhelming response is that the mooted action is not to the public benefit & is 
indeed detrimental & anti-competitive. 

Further: 
I once used Paypal regularly as an Internet buyer, my experiences with them have 
caused me to limit my use. 

As a seller, I resent being told I must list Paypal as means of consumating the 
transaction when I can not list alternatives such as Paymate or Moneybookers, let 
alone EFT or non electronic methods. 

I agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'conpulsory option', i.e having to offer Paypal on all 
listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. 

In my recent transactions on ebay, as a buyer, from late May, I have been forced to use 
Paypal to pay the seller as ebay has not been honouring it's commitment to the ACCC 
to withhold the mooted changes, instead ebay has been implementing them ! 

I absolutely believe Paypal should sign the Australian EFT Code of Conduct or cease 
to operate in the Australian financial marketplace. 

cueperkins (11-33 * ) View Listinqs I Report 
EST 



goodlstuff: I'd like to put support behind your extrapolation of the issues, particularly 
the Peer to Peer relationship that Ebay's User Agreement Ignores. 

Paypal 
Busters /; 

1 Graphic contributed by a Paypal Buster Envoy 

glasseyoz (660 * ) View Listings I ReDort 28-06-08 1555 
EST 38 of 93 . 

I definitely agree with the each of the proposals. 
The ACCC is doing the correst thing by revoking immunity. 
The PayPal rollback should be immediate. Bank Transfers are safer and in most cases 
much quicker than any PayPal transactions. 
PayPal dhould certainly sign the EFT. Giving the same assurances as any other 
Banking system. At present they can do as they like with OUR money. It is NOT theirs. 
Good luck to all the members and particularly the ENVOYS who will carry the rest of us 
who can not attend due to distance. 

View Listinqs I Report 



- Busters , 

HAVE YOUR SAY AND LET EBAY KNOW YOU WON'T BE DICTATED TO 

92 replies Date posted 

gyps4797 (52 28-06-08 17102 EST 

*)v& 
Llst ln~s I 
Reouil 

Reply # 

1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing.YES,I WILL 
NOT SELL IF I HAVE TO USE PAYPAL 

2 Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'conpulsory option' i.e having to offer Paypal 
on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. YES 

3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers 
YES 

I would also like to ask regarding the $20000 protection how many sales would be 
affected, it sounds like a sop to the ACCC to me 

I EST 



Interesting stuff from ASlC website. This should be brought up in discussions re 
Paypal. 

Our role 

Who we regulate 
Protecting consumers and investors 
Statements of expectation and intent 
Our Priorities 2007-08 
Our Strategic Plan 2005-10 
Better Regulation initiatives 
How we operate 

ASlC is Australia's corporate, markets and financial services regulator. 

We contribute to Australia's economic reputation and wellbeing by ensuring that 
Australia's financial markets are fair and transparent, supported by confident and 
informed investors and consumers. 

We are an independent Commonwealth Government body. We are set up under and 
administer the Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act (ASIC Act), and 
we carry out most of our work under the Corporations Act. 

The Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act 2001 requires us to: 
uphold the law uniformly, effectively and quickly 
promote confident and informed participation by investors and consumers in the 
financial system 
make information about companies and other bodies available to the public 
im~rove the ~erformance of the financial svstem and the entities within it. 
  ore about ihe laws we administer 
Other regulators and organisations 
International activities 

Who we regulate 
We regulate Australian companies, financial markets, financial services organisations 
and professionals who deal and advise in investments, superannuation, insurance, 
deposit taking and credit. 

As the corporate regulator, we are responsible for ensuring that company directors 
and officers carry out their duties honestly, diligently and in the best interests of their 
company. 



As the markets regulator, we assess how effectively authorised financial markets are 
complying with their legal obligations to operate fair, orderly and transparent markets. 
We also advise the Minister about authorising new markets. 

As the financial services regulator, we license and monitor financial services 
businesses to ensure that they operate efficiently, honestly and fairly. These 
businesses typically deal in s~perannuation~managed funds, shares and company 
securities,derivatives, and insurance. 

A guide to how we work explains what we do, how we approach issues, how we 
consult with stakeholders and how we are accountable. 

Protecting consumers and investors 
We have powers to protect consumers against misleading or deceptive and 
unconscionable conduct affecting all financial products and services,including credit. 

Our guide for consumers and investors outlines our services to help consumers make 
informed decisions about financial products and services, understand their rights and 
responsibilities, and identify and avoid scams. 

Our FlDO website has financial tips and safety checks for consumers and investors. 

I completely agree with the ACCC decisions regarding ebay and paypal 

I too want to not have to offer paypal. If you check out the paypal fees carefully - if 
someone overseas buys your item with a credit card for a small amount - you as seller 
will end up owing money! 

Paul 

5 EST 



Heya cueperkins 

It's about time I got some of the issues stated half cogently, instead of having them 
doing somersaults in my head. 

Go well & strongly on Monday (the 2700km is too much for me !) 

good buvame 28-06-08 21 :02 EST 

(127 
View Listinns I 

YES I do support ACCC's notification to  ebay against exclusive Paypal forcing. 

YES I do  agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'conpulsory option' i.e having to offer 
Paypal on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. 

YES I do believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to  ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers 

I have been a buyer on ebay and have used a wide variety of methods to pay for 
goods including Paymate, EFT, over the counter bank deposits, cash, credit cards, 
Moneybookers and Paypal. 

I have not found Paypal to  be safer or more secure than any other method. 

The times I have needed to communicate with Paypal have been a nightmare of 
repeating myself ad infinitum as they do not seem to read what I write, but respond 
with stock phrases that rarely address the issues I have raised. 

I have been unable to claim their claimed "protection" as often as I have been able to 
claim as the time constraints on making a claim do not allow for the vagaries of Postal 
systems worldwide (particularly relevant for International purchases) and as a fair 
person, I do not wish to place a seller in the invidious position of having a claim 
dispute filed against them if I believe they have done all that they should have done re: 
the transaction. 

When I have claimed, I have had to "go round the garden" several times to fulfill the 
various requirements of claiming & on most occasions have only been partially re- 
imbursed 3 to 6 months later. 



I have given up trying to get my address verified because Paypal just will not do it 
even though they make it a requirement for so called seller protection (In the USA 
particularly) 

ebay state that they provide a venue for buyer & seller to transact & that 
otherwise they are not party to the transaction. 

Yet they propose to  control the financial exchange between buyer & seller thru 
their subsidiary, Paypal and to  profit from the exchange. 

Contradictions of this nature run thru many of ebay's claims to be operating for the 
public good. 

I think that ebay's proposed plan i s  not, on balance, to the public good; 
rather it i s  addressed to their financial bottom line &their desire to control. 

It certainly is not for my good, I use paypal as &when I choose to. 
Being told I must use it is not acceptable to me, it is discriminatory & anti- 
competitive 

jakenll!, 28-06-08 21 107 ES7 

(4996 * )  
View Listinrl~ I 

1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing? 
Yes, I do. 

2 Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'compulsory option' i.e having to offer Paypal 
on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible? 
Yes. I do not currently sell items, on ebay, at considerable inconvenience and 
economic pain, BECAUSE I do not wish to  sell using paypal. 

3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers? 
Yes. 

' EST 



*)view 
Listinqs ( 
Report 

I) I support ACCC's draft notice against Paypal-Only as I believe that consumers are 
able and must be able to choose their own preferred payment methods. 

2) 1 believe that Stage 1 should be rolled back as well, because a seller should have 
the choice of whether or not helshe wants to accept a payment method that is NOT 
free for the seller. The seller should be allowed to refuse Paypal payments because 
receiving money through Paypal costs the seller extra money. 

3) Pav~a l  Australia should sign the Australian EFT Code if it really cares about 
Australian customer servicelsatisfactionlsafety. 

A Paypal Customer Service Centre in Australia for the Australians (non-existant at this 
time) would also be better than having to email, call or mail to Paypal representatives 
in the USA, half a globe away. 

28-06-08 22107 EST 47 of 92 
) View L~stinqs 

<T y Irn ." ! .-, 
1.: : ' 
I:: 5 , '  . 
L!.~ ;.; just get rid of paypal altoghther thats wat i would say to accc plus would ask then to 
n ;, ; get rid of this <text excluded> ebay was once good now its a second rate thrash can 
I"" C: I 1 8 :  glad i have moved over to www.oztion .com.au just like thousands before and after me 
-! 2 now i suppose some <text excluded> will ban me to me its no loss 

-4 , m 
u2 
a hollandiacoolp 28-06-08 22: 1 1 EST 48 of 92 

ix (168 * )  - 
View Listinqs I 

More support from Holland 

1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing? 
==> Yes, I support the ACCC in  its notice against exclusive Paypal forcing. 

2) Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'conpulsory option' i.e having to offer Paypal 
on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible? 



==> Yes, I agree that Paypal must not be forced upon people, not even as an 
'obliged option' 

3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers? 
==> Yes, I believe that Paypal should sign the EFT Code. If Paypal does not want 
to  sign I will assume it has something to  hide. 

jnhngDl0 -.. A,. 08 22:29 EST '^ '92 

1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing? 
Yes, I do. 

2 Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'compulsory option' i.e having to offer Paypal 
on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible? 
Yes. I do not currently sell items on ebay,due to enforced paypal compulsry on all 
listings its not safe its an accident waiting to happen 

3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers? 
Yes. 
Good luck to all who attend those of us who cant will be there in spirit 
as we are in the process of moving house the timing of this meeting was in my opinion 
badly timed (my opinion im entitled to mine) 

"I live with fear somedays she lets me out to fight fires" 

i EST 

I )  Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing, 

Yes and I would like the ACCC to review it's statement that there would be some 
benefit with the buyerlseller protections provided under this conduct. As has 
been stated in this thread and elsewhere that the claiming process is not 



guaranteed and often difficult and delayed to obtain a final resolution. 

Also Ebay i n  the USA have announced that from Sept 2008 they will be offering 
eauivalent or better (some cateaories will have caas other will not) arotection - , . 
with Paypal ( littps:llwwn.pa~pal-promo.comlprotcction:ternisl ) but Paypal is 
not the exclusive payment method available. So why should eBay Aust. have to 
engage in exclusive dealing notification if the same~benefits are to be offered to 
US ebay users and they still have the freedom of payment choices. 

2) Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'compulsory option' i.e having to offer 
Paypal on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. 

Yes and preferred payment option able to be specified on the listings and at 
checkout by  the seller allowing any acceptable payment methods to  have 
preferred status not just the ones eBay decides 

3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers. 

Yes and that our regulators ensure that Paypal respond much faster to  problems 
with access to  Paypal such as the case of Paypal members whose ISP was 
Telstra Bigpond and could not access their accounts for 10 days back in early 
April of this year. 

Being in Qld and unable to attend at short notice I am very appreciative of those who 
will be representing eBay users who oppose this anti-competitive conduct. 

lounae secko * iew (25 )V 
List~nqs I 
Report 

28-06-08 23142 EST 

why didn't we have a petition so the accc could see our numbers as buyers and sellers 
not wanting to comply with e-bays corral movement .... they should ask e-bay to send 
an email to all australian members on a vote of yes or no ....... i also hope this costs 
ebay big time in all departments, as it islwas a stupid business gamble. 
one good thing is our australian auction sites have grown (thanks to ebay). 

"WE HAVE THE RIGHT TO CHOOSE" 



m1ssuhoe&e6J 28-06-08 23:56 EST 

Wouldn't it be more circumspect to email you with the questions Cue, rather than give 
the Corp the heads up on what might be brought up at the conference? 

Rec6:i.:; cir3ay Chanqes-Updated 2815 
Click on my ME page or see my Guide for a link to the Paypal Petition 
Hidden Bidder IDS = SHILL BIDDING 

1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing. 
***YES, well done ACCC! 
2) Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'conpulsory option' i.e having to offer Paypal 
on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. 
***YES, definitely. Freedom of choice is  what this country is  all about. 
3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers? 
***YES, definitely. It should be fair for both parties. 



Sorry can't attend court case with my son ... very dissappointed. 

Things that I would like to have raised. 

1. Buyers and sellers be given a choice as to what payment methods they offerlwant 
to use, not forced into Paypal only. 

2. Abolishment of Paypal auto selection button when buyer selects the PAY NOW 
button and the "other payment options" given the same visibility as the Paypal button 
.e.g. not the smallest radio button at the bottom of the page. 

3. Paypal sign the EFT Code of Conduct. 

4. Paypal remove the $1 withdrawl fee for funds less than $1 50, on top of the other 
fees they charge this is daylight robbery. 

5. If Paypal only introduced , Paypal fees are paid by buyers as in a buyers premium 
like any other auction site. Or split between the buyer seller as in Paymate or other 
bank services NOT ALL PAID BY SELLER. 

kanookandcho 29-06-08 08:57 EST 

ok (496 * ) - m w  
Listinqs I 
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why didn't we have a petition so the accc could see our numbers as buyers and 
sellers not wanting to comply with e-bays corral movement.. 

We do have a petition, its been going since this paypal only disgrace started, the link is 
here - 

littp:iiwww.oetitiononiine.coni/mod perl/sianed.c~i?ebavau&I 

@  he greatest slave is not he who is ruled by a Despot, great tho that evil be, but 
he who lives in the thrall of his own moral ignorance, selfishness and vice. 

m n r n a n d s ~  29-06-08 09:02 EST 56 of 92 

(1589 A )  



sorry messed up 

1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing. 
***YES, 
2) Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'conpulsory option' i.e having to offer Paypal 
on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. 
***YES, Freedom to choose is a democratic right. 
3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers? 
***YES all companies wishing to work like a bank should comply with the EFT Code. 

2 EST 

Slightly offtopic (so delete at will): 

But if there is an opportunity ... 

Please raise the point about paypal's default funding rules. It is a limited circumstance, 
but if a buyer holds a balance in paypal funds (in the currency of the item being 
purchased), these funds will be used first for ebay purchases and there is nothing you 
can do to change it. So, in these cases the buyer is being denied the use of credit card 
funding through paypal just on the basis that they have a paypal balance. It should not 
be the case that you have to open multiple accounts to siphon money here and there 
in order to use an *advertised* service. 

From the paypal user agreement: 

Payments (Sending, Receiving, and Withdrawals) Policy (I. Sending Payments: 6. 
Multiple Currencies) 

"If you are making a payment in a currency in which you already maintain a balance, 
the funds for the payment will first be withdrawn from the balance you already hold in 



that currency" 

cueperkins 29-06-08 lor41 EST 

(1433 A )  
View Listinqs I 

Toomuchcoffee - no topic concerning Paypal behaviour is off topic here. 

This thread is not a petition .... It is an envoy thread representing trading partners 
who are unable to attend the conference due to proximity issues. 

The conference is a very poor representation of Ebay trade partners Australia wide, 
and this envoy thread will ensure that absent trade partners can still voice their 
opinions and pose questions. 

PLEASE TELL EVERYONE TO COME HERE AND LOG THEIR COMMENTS AS WE 
ONLY HAVE TILL TOMORROW MORNING 11.00 a.m. AND THEN THE THREAD 
WILL BE PRINTED. 

ALSO ... DON'T FORGET TO SIGN THE PETITION AGAINST PAYPAL AND 
FEEDBACK CHANGES. 

Busters ,q 

Graphic courtesy of Paypal Buster Envoy 

pae~andrews 29-06-08 12136 EST 

(856 *)mn 
View Listins I 



I'm sorry I cannot make it to Sydney from Melbourne as I have pre-existing 
commitments tomorrow. 

1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing. 
Yes, definitely. 
2) Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'conpulsory option' i.e having to offer 
Paypal on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. 
Yes. This should also include that of new sellers being forced to offer paypal (brought 
in by ebay in January 2007). It may be worthwhile examining other payment methods 
ebay have excluded too. I believe that as ebay are ''just a venue" according to the user 
agreement, they really have no say in payment methods. Because of this, they also 
should not be able to stop sellers offering a payment method under certain 
circumstances, e.g. paypal for overseas buyers only. 
3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers 
Yes. 

I was both a buyer and seller on ebay.com.au. In the past eight weeks, ebay have 
ended over 600 of my store listings because I won't be bullied into accepting Paypal. I 
have stated it quite clearly in my listings and never had a problem with a buyer even 
asking if I use Paypal. 

I am a small time buyer and seller. I buy and sell in Australia only and keep my dollars 
loyal to my country. I am disabled and dealing with postage in Australia suits me just 
fine. If I wanted to sell internationally, then I would accept I would have to offer Paypal. 
But, this is NOT the case. 

My buyers are mostly middle-aged people who don't trust Paypal. Some of them don't 
trust internet banking. They pay by money order or they go to a branch of my bank and 
deposit over the counter. They don't understand internet banking and they don't 
understand Paypal. I have had many of my buyers email me and say they won't be 
using ebay any longer because of the Paypal push. 

I have been letting my buyers know for the past two months I would be ceasing to use 



ebay. I have moved to greener pastures, where I was welcomed with open arms. 
Many of my buyers have made the move with me. 

As a buyer, I have paid by direct deposit or cash on items I have picked up. I have two 
selling ids and one buying id. In over 1400 transactions I have never had any 
problems. Two or three non-payers are about the worst that has happened to me. 

It all boils down to CHOICE and FREEDOM. I was born in a free country, I live in a 
free country and I will not be dictated to by corporate playground bully boys. 

The stand over tactics employed by ebay has made it impossible for me to even want 
to use this site now. When I joined ebay almost four years ago I loved being able to 
buy and sell. 

The Paypal push was the final straw for me. The other things which don't stand well for 
me are - 

# Hidden Bidders - since this was introduced my sales plummeted as shill bidding is 
rife and buyers aren't stupid. They know there is no way to see who they are bidding 
against now. 

# Stores being hidden was another. Only just recently ebay have initiated a search 
button for Stores. 

# Unable to leave negative feedback to warn other sellers of truly bad buyers. The 
rash of buyers who now are freely leaving negative feedback is incredible. I have seen 
so many unwarranted negative feedbacks being lefl for superb sellers that I truly don't 
want any part of ebay anymore. 

# DSR's - I have seen so many sellers have their livelihood wrecked by this very 
unfair system. 

# The repeated lure of free or half-price listings, just as long as Paypal is offered. 

#A t  Checkout time, Paypal is pushed in big bold letters and there is a tiny radio button 
almost hidden for anyone wanting to pay by other means. 

# The ongoing glitches of seller's direct deposit details being omitted. 

I agree bidders should not be hidden, 

I agree sellers should be able to leave negative feedback when warranted (even just 
for non-paying bidders and a stock standard feedback would be better than nothing). 

I agree the DSRs are unfair - how can sellers be rated on postage time when they 
have no control over delivery times? Last time I looked Aust Post was the biggest mail 



contractor in Australia. 

I agree with the ACCC revoking the Paypal decision. I agree the Paypal rollback 
should go back to  pre May 21st. I agree that EVERY seller on ebay, new seller or 
old seller should have the choice of how they wish to  be paid by buyers and 
how they wish to  pay. 

! EST 

1. Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing? Yes 

2. Do you agree that Stage 1 - Paypal's "compulsory option" ie, having to offer Paypal 
on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. Yes 

Having Paypal as compulsory on all listings is ANTI-COMPETITIVE BEHAVIOR. 
I believe there should be NO Compulsory Paypal on all listings. eBay has exhibited 
blatant anti-competitive behavior by removing bank deposit alternatives on checkout, 
by stating that Paypal is the PREFERRED method of payment, by placing huge 
Paypal logos strategically at the centre and middle of the screen so that buyers 
BELIEVE there is no alternate payment method. 

If any ONE method of payment is made compulsory, ALL methods of payment should 
be made compulsory, ie, bank deposit, cheque, money order, Paymate, Paypal, and 
cash on pick up. Buyers should then be able to choose which method suits their 
needs. 

To address the security and safety issues, eBay need to introduce verification 
procedures, (address verification, phone verification, credit card verification etc), NOT 
RESTRICT PAYMENT METHODS. 

3. Do you believe Paypal should sign the EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a "safe" 
transaction for all consumers. Yes I think this should be mandatory. 



To whom it may concern, 

I would like to urge the ACCC to seriously consider the EXISTING requirement of eBay (introduced on 
28th May 2008), requiring that all sellers offer (and therefore accept and pay for) PayPal's services, as 
unacceptable 

PayPal is only one of a number of competing third party payment processing service providers. The 
seller pays for this service. Many sellers (myself included), DO NOT WANT to use the services offered 
by PayPal, as we find them to be expensive, slow, high risk, and poorly supported by customer service. 
There are other options we would prefer to use (such as direct deposit, or the services offered by other 
providers such as the Australian company Paymate), however buyers are actively discouraged from 
using these alternatives by the eBay checkout process which is heavily biased towards PayPal. In fact. 
for many months now there have been frequent technical 'glitches' in the checkout process which have 
resulted in PayPal being the ONLY method buyers are able to find. 

Being forced to accept PayPal payments means that the choice of service provider is removed from the 
person paying for the service (the seller), and placed squarely with the buyer instead (who is not paying 
for the service, and who is easily railroaded by the eBay checkout process). Given that eBay promotes 
PayPal so heavily on its website, and makes it so hard for buyers to choose alternatives, I feel that the 
requirement to accept payments in this way is an extremely restrictive and anticompetitive one, and I fail 
to see how it escapes the definition of 'third line forcing'. 

The current issue apparently under scrutiny (ie. eBayts intention to ban any alternatives) is somewhat 
minor in comparison and I believe little more than a smokescreen. Being able to suggest alternatives is 
of little value when you are being forced to use options you do not want to use, and which are being so 
vigorously promoted to the person making the payment. The real issue here is NOT whether or not 
sellers can suggest alternatives, it is whether sellers should be forced into using (and paying for) a 
service they do not want at all. 

I strongly urge the ACCC to consider the implications of this requirement and to force eBay to remove it 
immediately. I also think it reasonable that eBay be asked to make financial reparations to those sellers 
who have lost income, paid for services they did not wish to use, or suffered fraudulent payment 
reversals as a result of eBay's recent policy changes forcing them to accept PayPal payments against 
their wishes. 

29-06-08 13136 EST * ) l ! i ~  
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1) YES 
2) YES 
3) YES 



In answer to the questions being mooted by the envoy: 

1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing. 
Yes. Both buyers and sellers need flexibility in choosing payment options. 

2) Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'conpulsory option' i.e having to offer Paypal 
on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. 
Yes. I have sold items where I do not want payment to be made using PayPal as the 
high fees eat into any profit that I make. (Profit margins through selling on eBay can be 
very tight.) 

3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers. 
Yes. This point that eBay is hammering that it is the 'safe' option is obviously spin. I 
have only ever offered PayPal because it allows buyers to use their credit cards. Even 
with my limited technical knowledge, it is easy to see that is not a safe online method 
of payment. 
I assume that the safety that eBay keeps referring to is the ease with which buyers can 
reclaim their money if the transaction doesn't work out. As a seller who has always 
acted with the utmost honesty and integrity, this system leaves me feeling twitchy. 

I ended trading on eBay a few weeks ago. eBay is clearly attempting to restrict trading 
in all sorts of ways. (The changes to feedback meant that sellers' feedback became a 
farce.) This change to payment policy was for me the final straw. 

I am, you are, we are Australian 

.08 15:31 EST 

thanks, *eureka ... bump 



sonial898 

(542 *?s) 
View Listin~s I 
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29-06-08 15:41 EST 

Sorry OP, I know you want this thread to stay on track but, here are a couple of extra 
thoughts after doing a little research on misleading advertising. 

The ACCC has strong laws about misleading advertising -for example it is illegal for 
advertisements in newspapers or magazines or on television, radio or the internet to: 

+ Make false or misleading claims, or claims that are likely to mislead or deceive. 

+ Misrepresent the quality, usefulness, reliability or durability of a product. 

+ Make false representations about, among other things, the buyer's need for the 
goods. 

+ Claim any other benefits the products or services do not have. 

Does any of this ring bells with you when you see the PP advertising? 

Go get 'em folk! 

Sonia @ 

sonial898 

(542 *) 
View Listinqs I 

29-06-08 15:45 EST 

Just read the thread Holy Mackerel posted by Quality Catering. 

The fact that Q.C. had to go to the Ombudsman to achieve any sort of justice could be 
further ammunition. 

Sonia % 

29-06-08 16:01 EST 



Sonia, very relevant points, thanks for posting them. This thread will be submitted to 
ACCC, and your points are extremely relevant to Paypal signing EFT Code. The more 
impetus ACCC have to protect consumers and regulate hostile monopolies like Ebay, 
the better. 

Busters R 

As a regular buyer on eBay and other internet based sites that use PayPal, I wish to 
register my grave concerns about the current status of PayPal in the Australian 
Banking System as well as eBay's attempts to force its use on all participants in their 
venue. 

1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing? Yes, I 
do support the ACCC's notification against exclusive PayPal forcing. The ACCC has 
ruled against third line forcing in many areas of commerce and should maintain that 
ruling here. 

2) Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'compulsory option' i.e. having to  offer 
Paypal on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible? Yes, I agree 
that the Stage I - Paypal "compulsory option" should be reversed immediately 
because maintaining it defies the ACCC's notification during the review period. 



3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers? Yes, I believe PayPal should both sign and 
be subject to the EFT Code of Conduct, particularly because PayPal is being 
promoted as a '!safe" method of funds transfer in venues outside of eBay and in 
competition with credit cards, which are subject to the EFT Code of Conduct. 

In addition, I wish to protest at eBays' removal of the right of sellers to lodge feedback 
that is less than positive in respect of buyers who do not fulfil their legal obligations as 
to winning purchases or who unfairly post damaging feedback against the seller. The 
current changes to the feedback system have placed sellers at great risk of financial 
loss with little or no recourse through eBay and PayPal. 

Please add my comments to the submission that will be presented to the ACCC 
hearings. 

Thank you 
Lesley Dewar 

29-06-08 16:59 EST 70 of 92 * (220 ) 
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Although it's not part of the Notification, I would like somebody to ask the ACCC 
whether the mandatory requirement for all new members to have PayPal is also third 
line forcing. 

tannah225 

A (32 )V 
Listinqs I 
P,Ppcoc 

iew - 

38 17:07 EST 

This is the email address to lodge a submission. 

littp:i/www.accc.~o~~.au/contentiindex,plitri~l!itenild!823668/fr-omIten~ld133631 l ! t i i s ~ l  

submission 

This is the link to submissions already received. 



Go tell your story! 

29-06-08 17:08 EST 72 of "- 

Tannah, 
You just confirmed one of my fears with a few words - 

"PP should sign AND BE SUBJECT TO the code of practice" 

(emphasis is mine) 

Sonia *: 

sho~pinqp 
View Listir;.,., , 

I sell an item to a buyer, pays by paypal. I send the item right away, 2 days after 
auction finished. Next morning payment put on hold by paypal, they say don't 
send item, as a good seller we always post the item quickly. The item had 
already been sent. I supply paypal with the online tracking number, next the 
buyer becomes an unregistered user and paypal closes the transaction and then 
reverses the payment back to the buyer. 

!x 
w So the item has been posted and I don't have my money from a now 

C ,- ,-c tt3 unregistered user. 
"-5 " hill So where is the seller protection ebay, there isn't any. This paypal thing is just ": 
C-1 one big <text excluded>. 

EST 

This has just happened to me since the last thread I made called 



Were is my seller protection ebaylpaypal, I have been ripped off (should have 
said where is) 

I purchase 3 items from a seller, it turns out the items came from China not 
Australia as listed on ebay. The 3 items were faulty, I contacted the seller, 
nothing was done by the seller to fix the problem. I then decided to report a item 
not as described and was directed to the paypal site for the complaint. 

I was asked to send the items back to the seller so I could receive a full refund 
from paypal. I sent the items back to the Australian address paypal gave me. 
Because I don't trust ebay or paypal I sent the items back to the address in 
Australia using Australia Post eParcel post which we use as sellers. Eparcel 
post is trackable online and was sent and received by the seller. I then received 
a email last night telling me this as follows. 
The tracking information you provided was invalid, and we were unable to 
confirm delivery of the item associated with this claim. As a result, the 
case is now considered closed and we are unable to process a refund. 

I have prove I sent the items back to the seller and I also have prove that the 
goods were received by the seller at the address paypal gave me. 

I am contacting Paypal by phone in the morning so this hasn't ended. 

Those members going to the ACCC meeting are welcome to use this information 
as well as the information on the other thread I posted. 

To everyone, this could happen to you whether you are a seller or a buyer. 

Paypal is not safe and doesn't have seller or buyer protection. It is biggest <text 
excluded> and lie that ebay promote. 

debra9275 (1305 * ) View Listinqs ( 29-06-08 19:20 EST 76 of 92 

Report 

1. YES I totally support the ACCC draft notice as the 
exclusive dealing is discriminatory and of no real 
benefit to the community. For example, many thousands 
of people have elected to leave eBay rather than be 
forced into using a payment option that does not suit 
their needs. 

2. YES I agree that Stage 1 should be rolled back 
immediately. The preferred payment options should be 



decided on by the individuals involved in the 
transaction. 
EBay is a web-site that brings buyers and sellers 
together. 

3. YES Paypal must sign the EFT code and abide by 
Australian Law. The advertising campaign run by EBay 
Paypal is entirely misleading in view of the fact 
that they have not signed. 

29-06-08 19126 EST 77 of "" 

I fail to see why Paypal Fees can not be added to Sellers Costs. Everyone else 
charges for use of Credit Cards. 1.E Flight Centre, Good Guys etc. 
Paypal is not a credit provider in Australia and I am sure we should not as sellers be 
forced to accept Payment from then Only, this is also against the Anti Competition 
Policy. 
Bank deposit is Fee Free for Buyers and Sellers and 1,000 times safer than Paypal 
Charge Backs etc. 
Paypal does not accept Australians as registered SellersIBuyers as will not include 
Australia as a confirmed address destination. 
When will they accept Australia Post Documenting Registration label details etc as the 
item has been sent. 

1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing. 

Absolutely and wholeheartedly agree. Stage 1 and Stage 2 should be tossed in the bin 
where it belongs. Choice of payment from the operation of the auction venue. 

2)  Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'conpulsory option' i.e having to  offer 
Paypal on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. 
Absolutely I will not sell on ebay until this is removed. I will only buy from people 
offering direct deposit. I want nothing to do with this <text excluded> and misleading 
system of Paypal. It offers nothing but false protection. too many loopholes and " we 
can get out this" clauses. 
3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to  ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers Uneqivocally YES. If they are not prepared to 



be fair dinkum about consumer protection and abiding by all the rules laid down in the 
code and all the other ideals encompassed in the EFT code of conduct they have no 
business touting protection. Show they are FAIR DINKUM, and mean what they say by 
signing it. Abide by Australian laws or go home. They also need to provide a proper 
and binding product disclosuer statement as are all other financial institutions. A 
mission statement backed up by morals wouldn't go astray either. 

tshns710 (3 * )View Listinqs I 29-06-08 20:18 EST 79 of 92 

Having been subjected to a choreographed Paypal lie regarding transaction security 
designed with the express purpose of eliciting information from me point three holds a 
special interest for me. 

Frankly I believe Paypal should be asked to "show cause" as to why they should be 
permitted to trade in Australia at all. All the ACCC has to do for details is ask the 
Banking Ombudsman for all the claims against Paypal that the have had to deal with. 

Failing that, signing the Code of Conduct will somewhat pacify my attitude to them ... 

ACCC CONFERENCE ENVOY THREAD..WHAT WOULD YOU ASKISAY? 

cueperkins (1433 * ) View Listincls I ReDort 27-06-08 21 : 1 5 EST 

Many won't be able to attend the ACCC Conference but a few members have offered 
to be an envoy of Ebay Member comments from out of State or rural areas. 

This thread will be printed and handed over at the conference to ACCC and Ebay 
when the opportunity arises. 

Please keep your answers to as few words as possible so as many members as 
possible can be included in this Envoy thread. Please only post once. 

Ebay Member comments should be kept to the points below, which are relevant to the 
conference agenda. 

Any questions you may have should be posted in  the 'Hidden Ebay Forum 
Thread' to keep this consumer petition on subject. If you feel there may be other 



ACCC relevant points that need to be included, please keep it in point form and as 
short as possible. 

1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing. 
2) Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'conpulsory option' i.e having to offer Paypal 
on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. 
3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers 
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I support points 1 ,2  & 3. Also Australian sellers have no protection using 
PayPal, shouldn't there 2 sides to the story,read seller protection policy on 
PayPal! 

Go to this thread to get a sample email layout and send your email to the ACCC - we 
have four more days to get them in. 



rarefindoz (1816 * )-View Listinqs I Repor? 
29-06-08 21~30 EST 82 of 92 

Thank you to the Ebay members Envoy as I can not get to Sydney, please convey my 
response to the ACCC at the meeting along with the other responders on this forum. 

1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing. Definitely Yes 

2) Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'compulsory option' i.e having to offer Paypal 
on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. Yes I wish for it to  be rolled 
back to the way it was before the announced changes. 

3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers. Yes they should be accountable as nearly all 
other financial transaction services that operate in Australia are. 

All the Best for the meeting 
Rarefindoz 

cornpletebarqain (48 * ) View Listinqs I Report 
29-06-08 23105 EST 83 of 92 

Ebay did not think this all through when they started this nonsense. Did they really 
think they could bully us? 
Did they not realise that Aussies don't give in. Did they not realise that we dig in our 
heels and won't be moved. Do they not know they cannot gag us as they are trying to 
do with all the recently missing members? 

shortiacko (1 )View Listings 1 29-06-08 23: 18 EST 84 of 92 

1) Do vou support ACCC's notification aaainst exclusive Pavpal forcin~. 
Absolutely, Aussies are able to make their own choices when it comes to who 
they trust to transact their money No other EFT signatory engages in the <text 
excluded> Paypal is guilty of when it comes to  the complete absence of account 
holder rights, dispute resolution or due process. 

2) Do vou aqree that the Staae 1 - Pavpal 'conpulsorv option' i.e having to offer Paypal 
on all listinqs, should be rolled back as soon as possible. 

YES ... Ebay have discrimianted against numerous trade partners who are no 
longer welcome to sell on Ebay as of 2115108 because they refuse to  join Paypal. 



Numerous other sellers have suffered financial losses due to Ebay's changes, 
but they have no rights under EBay's user agreement. STAGE 1 SHOULD BE 
ROLLED BACK IMMEDIATELY. 

3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers 

Without Doubt. Both Ebay and Paypal fail to identify their true customers 
lconsumers in  their user agreements and blatlantly transfer all liability back onto 
their customers under ACCC's nose. EBAY AND PAYPAL USER AGREEMENT 
MUST BE AMENDED. PAYPAL MUST SIGN THE EFT CODE. 

Report 

1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive PayPal forcing? 
Yes. There's no doubt that eBay is breaching of the Trade Practices Act. The 
justification offered up for this is demonstrably false and insufficient, and the proposed 
conduct by eBay would create what might well be termed a slave race as regards 
buying and selling in online auctions. 

2) Do you agree that the Stage 1 - PayPal 'compulsory option' i.e., having to  offer 
PayPal on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible? 
I do. I will not elaborate on this point here, but yes, I agree that Stage 1 should be 
clarified as entailing part of the final revocation by the ACCC. 

3) Do you believe PayPal should sign the EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers? 
Yes. There are not many reasons why PayPal would not sign the Code, and none of 
those reasons are admirable. 

1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing. 
I certainly do, and respect them for doing so. 

2) Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'compulsory option' i.e having to  offer 
Paypal on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. 

Yes and yeas again. As a small seller on a disability pension, eBay are taking away a 
chance I had of making a few extra dollars without having to charge buyers high prices 
to cover fees. 



3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers 

Of course, if they want to have dealings in this country, they should not be so arrogant 
as to think they can force to people to do what they want them to do and then, to top it 
off not abide by the laws of our country. 

love my staffy (11 *)View Listinus I F&ICIJ 30-06-08 00:22 EST 87 of 92 

1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing. YES 

2) Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'conpulsory option' i.e having to offer Paypal 
on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. YES 

3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers. YES 

fFeshwaterpearls (558 * ) mrrView L~stinus I Report 
56-08 00:54 EST 88 of 92 

I really wish that I could come tomorrow but unfortunately WA is too far! 
Thank you for bringing the following to the ACCC's attention. 
1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing. 
Yes. 
2) Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'conpulsory option' i.e having to offer Paypal 
on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. 
Yes, this is vitally important oherwise Paypal will (and is already being) be introduced 
by stealth and misrepresentation 
3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers. 
Yes. This should be mandatory for any company operating in Australia. 

*my new postinq id" (Pri\lats ) n w b w  Listincls I 30-06-08 02:30 EST 89 of 92 
Report 

1. I am in total support of the ACCC draft decision regarding exclusive Paypal forcing. 



2.1 agree that stage 1 should be rolled back immediately, 

3.Yes, Paypal should be made to sign the EFT code of conduct. 

4. 1 would like to request that the ACCC examine the policy under which sellers 
registered after Jan 2007 must offer paypal. 
It follows that if paypal can not be forced across the board it should also not be forced 
for newer sellers. 
An interesting observation on this point is that the policy has already been modified to 
state 'eBay requires sellers to offer payments through PayPal (with some exceptions 
set out in the Policy below). ' 
tittp./lpaqes.ebay.com.su/help/policiesiaccepted-payments-policy.htmi 

5. 1 would like to thank the ACCC for allowing us all the opportunity to express our 
concerns on this issue, and for their prompt attention to this matter. 

See my m p a g e  for safe trading tips and eBay links. 

"Freedom of choice is more to be treasured than any possession earth can give. " 
David 0. McKay 

raven~i-tusi \- " j view L I S I I ~ Q S  I ~el)on 

1) Do you support ACCC's notification against exclusive Paypal forcing. 

Yes. I am the person best suited to  decide the best, most efficient and safest 
method to  make or accept payments to another. I will NOT be dictated to  what 
that method will be or I will go elsewhere. This is true for all areas of my financial 
transactions, not just ebay 

2) Do you agree that the Stage 1 - Paypal 'compulsory option' i.e having to offer Paypal 
on all listings, should be rolled back as soon as possible. 

Definitely, especially in light of the underhanded way ebay make it very difficult 
to find the other payment options in checkout. 

3) Do you believe Paypal should sign EFT Code of Conduct to ensure a 'Safe' 
transaction system for all consumers 

Yes, definitely. I have zero confidence in paypal's competence and integrity 
based upon a number of instances where there have been problems with making 
or receiving payments, poor (really non-existent) customer service, major 



software issues in processing etc. I am not the only one in my circle to suffer 
with these issues; several of my family and friends have had similar problems 
and found it difficult or impossible to get satisfactory solutions. Similar issues 
with other finacial institutions in Australia are usually able to be resolved 
promptly and with minimal fuss, especially as you are able usually, to speak 
directly with a customer support person. 

I have bought and sold very little in the last few weeks as 1 am disgusted by this 
turn of events within ebay, and will continue to use other venues, or simply not 
use ebay, until these issues are resolved. 

& ((192 * )-View Listinas I Report 
30-06-08 09:12 EST 91 of 92 

I think they should have this conference in every State. Two days notice to be in 
Sydney does not work for a host of people especially if they run business's. And if it's 
just a hobby how do you afford travel and accomodation. Unfortunately they are not 
going to get a very good cross section of people. 

(1) Yes I agree with ACCC notification against exclusive Paypal forcing 

(2) Yes stage one should be dropped and freedom of choice should be upheld. Having 
to offer Paypal should be rolled back as soon as possible. 

(3) Yes Paypal should sign EFT Code of conduct to ensure a 'Safe' transaction for all 
consumers in line with Australian Laws to protect Australian citizens 

cq tech (63 * ) View Listmas I Report 
30-06-08 10126 EST 92 of 92 

It goes without saying that my answer to the above three questions is a resounding and 
unequivocal "YES". 

However, regarding question 3 further, I would very much like to know why, of the 
approximately 79 financial institutions reg~stered for trading in Australia, Paypal is the 
ONLY ONE who has REFUSED to sign the EFT Code of Conduct. fip 

That alone speaks volumes about the veracity (or lack thereof) of their organisation. 
and IMO being a signatory to the Code should no longer be optional, but compulsory! 


